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Abstract. Our goal in this study was to explore the potentials of extracting
features from eye-tracking data that have the potential to improve performance
in implicit relevance feedback. We view this type of data as an example of the
searcher’ immediate context and as containing useful clues of the indications of
the interaction between the searcher and the IR system. In particular, we
explored if we could qualitatively identify features have potential to improve
performance in implicit relevance feedback, and how such features correlate
with document elements assessed as relevant or non-relevant. The results point
to so-called thorough reading as one of the most promising features for
identifying relevant information as input for implicit relevance feedback – in
particular when it is related to the total time the searcher has looked an element.
Keywords. Eye-tracking ; Implicit Relevance Feedback ; Thorough reading ;
INEX Interactive Track
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Introduction

The core Information Retrieval (IR) techniques have reached a level of high maturity
and do quite a good job of matching document content to a user given query. This is
apparent from the widespread use of these techniques in Internet search engines and
other search environments. As the core matching techniques have perhaps reached a
plateau in terms of performance there has been an increased interest in exploiting the
context of IR systems more fully to improve search performance1. The expectation is
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Contextual topics has also appeared at several IR related workshops and conferences recently,
e.g., SIGIR 2004 & 2005 workshops on Information Retrieval in Context, the 2006
Information Interaction in Context Symposium, and the Context-Based Information Retrieval
workshops at the recent CONTEXT conferences.

that better retrieval performance can be achieved by taking advantage of the context
surrounding the IR systems, e.g., from documents or searchers [e.g., 1].
One well-known technique in IR for exploiting the immediate user context is
relevance feedback [2], where relevance assessments provided by searchers can be
used to modify subsequent queries, e.g., by increasing the weights of query terms
found predominantly in relevant documents and decreasing the weights of terms
mostly found in irrelevant ones. Explicit feedback techniques, based on the active
marking of relevant documents, have been studied in some detail, e.g., [3, 4], and
generally show that performance gains can be achieved. However, earlier studies have
shown that it may be difficult to get explicit relevance assessments from searchers, as
the active marking of relevant documents is not a part of the natural workflow in
search systems [5, 6]. As a consequence, implicit relevance feedback where the
feedback data are obtained indirectly from searchers’ natural interaction with the
system have received increased attention recently. Examples of such contextual
behavioural data include: the amount of time that searchers have a document open [7],
whether the document is printed [8], or saved [9].
In this paper we work with a type of contextual data that has so far not received
much attention for implicit relevance feedback: eye-tracking data of how searchers
look at search results. Outside IR research Human Computer Interaction studies have
shown that eye-movements can be correlated to human’s perception of relevance of
read text [e.g., 10, 11]. The studies have, however, been carried out in very controlled
(and thus rather unrealistic) environments with quite restricted and simple tasks that
are very far from the complexity of realistic information seeking. For instance, in [11]
the test persons were asked to identify an answer to a given question from 12 news
headlines, or in [10] from 10 sentences. In this paper we investigate if eye-tracking
data gathered from a less controlled, interactive IR experiment has potential value as
source for implicit relevance feedback. We use a setting where the test persons have a
choice of tasks, use a search system similar to an Internet search engine and are free
to search and examine any documents in the collection as they wish (see Section 2 for
details). In contrast to other studies [e.g., 12] we have chosen to take a qualitative and
exploratory approach to identifying potentially useful features from the eye-tracking
data rather than an algorithmic one. Apart from not having resources to implement the
algorithmic approaches, the main reason is that we wish to study the potentials of eyetracking data for implicit relevance feedback regardless of whether current
algorithmic approaches can identify the observed features. The scope of the study is
preliminary and the purpose is to attempt to identify promising features that can be
tested empirically in future work. If good performance is obtained with certain
features it can then be attempted to implement these algorithmically.
The overall goal of this study is to explore the potential of extracting features from
eye-tracking data, regarded here as a type of contextual data, that can improve
performance in implicit relevance feedback. Our research questions are:
• Is it possible by qualitative inspection to consistently identify features that
have good potential for improving implicit relevance feedback performance
from eye-tracking data of an interactive IR experiment?
• How do such features correlate with document elements that have been
explicitly assessed as either relevant or non-relevant?

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives details of the experimental setting
and the methods used in the analysis, section 3 presents the results, and section 4
concludes with a discussion.
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Experimental setting

The study was carried out as a part of our research group’s participation in the
INEX2006 Interactive Track experiments [see 13 for more information]. INEX is the
INitiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval which studies the potential of
providing more focussed retrieval results (i.e. document elements) to searchers by
exploiting document structure, e.g., in XML documents [14]. This is mainly done by
constructing laboratory test collections. The purpose of the INEX interactive track is
to more broadly investigate the behaviour of users when interacting with elements of
XML documents, and to investigate and develop approaches for XML retrieval which
are effective in user-based environments [13].
In the INEX2006 interactive track the following test material was provided: an
element retrieval system backend2 containing a corpus more than 600,000 XMLified
documents from the English version of Wikipedia [15], a prototype element retrieval
interface including detailed transaction logging, 12 search tasks, questionnaires and
experimental protocols [See 13 for more information]. The test persons acting as
searchers were asked to search six of the 12 search tasks (they were given the tasks in
pairs and could choose one of them), and were given up to 10 minutes to search for as
much relevant information as possible to solve each task. The prototype element
retrieval interface (a version of the Daffodil system adapted for element retrieval3)
displayed the retrieved elements grouped by document, and allowed the searchers to
access any full text part of the documents. Searchers could, e.g., access a section
directly from the ranked hit list and navigate within the document using an
automatically generated table of contents. Searchers were asked to provide explicit
relevance assessment of any elements viewed, but were not forced to do so by the
system as this might affect their natural interaction behaviour [22]. Assessments could
be given using one of five categories [13]:
•
•
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Relevant answer (RA) – contains highly relevant information, and is just
right in size to be understandable
Relevant, but too broad (TB) – contains relevant information, but also a
substantial amount of other information

Both an element retrieval backend and a passage retrieval backend were made available. In
the present paper we only analyse the tasks searched in the element retrieval backend due to
technical problems with the passage backend.
3 See [16] and http://www.daffodil.de/ for more information on Daffodil.

•
•
•

Relevant, but too narrow (TN) – contains relevant information, but
needs more context to be understood
Partial answer (PA) – has enough context to be understandable, but
contains only partially relevant information
Not relevant (NR) – does not contain any information that is useful in
solving the task

The ‘too broad’ and ‘too narrow’ categories are useful when experimenting with
elements retrieval systems because they allow searchers to express that a result has
some value but an inappropriate granularity.
INEX and its interactive track are particularly interesting in relation to our study:
the retrieved and assessed units consisted of parts of documents. This is appropriate in
relation to implicit relevance feedback and the eye-tracking data we use as we would
typically be able to study patterns of gazing at the level of parts of documents rather
than entire documents. In addition, compared to the experimental settings of earlier
studies of perception of relevant text in, e.g., [10] or [11] the IENX interactive track is
much less controlled and closer to a realistic search situation: the wikipedia corpus is
of a general nature that a broad group of searchers would be able to relate to, the tasks
were designed to fit the corpus and to be of general interest [20], the test persons
could choose between several tasks and were free to interact with the system as they
wished – querying, viewing, navigating and assessing any documents or elements
from the ranked list, and to stop when they wished. Of course this is still an artificial
experimental setting because it was not the searchers’ own, real tasks and because the
experiment took place in a controlled environment due to the need to use the eyetracker. In particular, the time limit restriction of only 10 minutes per task is a factor
that may affect the results.
In the present paper we analyse data collected from six searchers. In addition to the
standard data collected in the interactive track we also collected eye-tracking
recordings of all tasks being searched. The Tobii 1750 eye-tracker used provides a
large amount of data types, including tracking of the searcher’s gaze coordinates
recorded at pixel level 50 times per second on both eyes, video screen capture, web
cam recording of the test person and logging of keystrokes. As argued above, we have
chosen to identify features qualitatively rather than attempting to find useful patterns
algorithmically using, e.g., the gaze coordinates as done in some other studies. For
our analysis we used a gaze replay visualisation, where the gaze data are overlaid on
the video screen capture in real time (See figure 1): A dot shows the current focus on
the screen and the trailing line after the dot shows the previous focus. The gaze replay
allows us to qualitatively explore any patterns in the searchers’ focus on the screen.
The interpretation is aided by the web cam recording of the test person ad the tracking
status window (Fig. 1).
We limited the analysis to the elements assessed as either Relevant (RA) or Not
Relevant (NR). By focussing on the extreme poles of the relevance assessments we
hope to get clearer indications that could tell us if some of the observed features can
be correlated to relevant and irrelevant elements respectively.

Fig. 1. The gaze replay visualization used for the qualitative identification of features. The blue
dot shows the current focus and the trailing line the foci immediately preceding this. A tracker
status window with information about eyes and web cam recording of the test person is
included to the left.
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Results

3.1

Overall browsing behaviour

The six searchers completed a total of 18 search tasks in the elements retrieval
system. Due to technical problems only 15 of these could be analysed. In these 15
sessions a total of 201 elements were interacted with, and the searchers provided 97
explicit relevance assessments. Searchers were instructed to assess all viewed
elements, and this rather low share of assessed elements supports earlier results that it
may be difficult to obtain explicit relevance assessments from searchers [5, 6]. The
distribution of assessments can be seen in Table 1. In the following only the 33
elements assessed as relevant and the 36 as irrelevant are analysed. In one of the tasks
a searcher did not use these categories, which leaves 15 tasks for the analysis.
Table 1. Distribution of the 101 assessed elements.

Assessment
Relevant answer (RA)
Relevant, but too broad (TB)
Relevant, but too narrow (TN)
Partial answer (PN)
Not relevant (NR)

Frequency
33
17
2
9
36

3.2

Identified eye-tracking features

Inspired by existing studies and after an initial screening, where we observed the gaze
replay visualisation (Fig. 1) for any gaze behaviour that could be correlated with
relevance or non-relevance we choose to focus on three features observed in the gaze
replay:
•
•
•

Total viewing time, defined as the total time spent looking at an element
relative to the length of the document
Thorough reading, defined as mainly horizontal eye movements, with
many fixations per line relative to the number of words on the line and at
least half a line read
Regressions, defined as the number of times where searchers regress, i.e.,
turn back to, an already seen element.

Total viewing time is interesting because some earlier studies have found indications
that searchers spend longer time on relevant documents compared to irrelevant
documents [e.g., 17, 18]. Kelly & Belkin did, on the other hand, not find any relation
between display time and the usefulness of documents [7]. These studies were,
however, based on transaction log analysis without the use of eye-tracking, where it
was not possible to study if searchers actually did read (or at least looked at) the
document content. In our analysis we only include the amount of time actually spent
looking at an element. We normalise this with the element length measured in number
of lines as it would intuitively take longer time to read a large element than a short
and vice versa.
Thorough reading is a central notion because we would expect that any
information that has been read, rather than just skimmed or glanced over rapidly,
could be useful for implicit relevance feedback. A number of HCI studies have shown
that it is possible to differentiate between relevant and irrelevant sentences in text by
using eye-tracking [e.g., 11, 19]. Our definition, and our data collection, can be said to
be qualitative in that the exact number of fixations in relation to the number of words
on the line is not counted – rather it is interpreted qualitatively. We did do some
comparisons of inter-coder consistency and found that two coders would agree in the
vast majority of cases.
Pfeiffer, Saffari & Juffinger also found that test persons made more regressions
back to relevant sentences [19]. These studies were carried out in rather restricted
settings and with very narrow and simple tasks. In the present paper we use a much
more open setting and study if these features can aid also in identifying relevant
information in a less controlled information seeking situation with more complex
documents and more open tasks.
A number of additional features were considered: skim-reading, skimming and
orientation/navigation. It turned out that it was very hard to differentiate between
these qualitatively and to define them consistently because they had very short
durations. We also attempted to identify thorough reading behaviour from the number
of fixations and the duration of these directly from gaze coordinate data, but did not
succeed using simple measures.
The results for the three selected features are summarised below.

3.3

Regressions

We counted regressions made back to elements assessed as relevant and irrelevant. As
the searchers gaze skip rapidly over the screen when skimming and navigating the
documents we counted only those regressions where the searchers had left the
element more than one second and the return to look at the element for more than one
second afterwards.
A total of 70 regressions were made to the 33 elements assessed as relevant (2.1
per element) in the 15 tasks, and 42 regressions to the 36 irrelevant elements (1.2 per
element). That is, we find almost twice as many regressions to relevant elements.
However, this is only one more regression per element for relevant compared to
irrelevant, and the distribution over searchers is heavily skewed (22 of the elements
assessed as irrelevant were given by one searcher). Looking closer at the data no clear
pattern emerges from the regressions and based on the present data there is no clear
indication that regressions can be exploited to identify relevant elements.

3.4

Total viewing time

We calculated the total viewing time that searchers looked at elements assessed as
relevant and irrelevant respectively. Any gazing for more than one second is included,
and averaged over the elements. The total viewing time for relevant elements was
43.8 seconds for relevant elements and 9.1 seconds for irrelevant elements, that is,
noticeably longer in relevant elements. When we normalise for element length, that is
the number of lines in the element, the normalised total viewing time is 3.5 seconds
per line for relevant elements on average and 1.1 seconds for irrelevant. Again the
distribution is heavily skewed. 5 out of 6 searchers did spend much more time in
relevant elements, but one searcher with a large amount of elements assessed as
irrelevant spent slightly more time in these. Thus there is a tendency for searchers to
spend more time in relevant elements, but it is not unambiguous.

3.5

Thorough reading

In the analysis of thorough reading we have calculated how large a part of the total
reading time in seconds that was taken up by thorough reading. On average, the
searchers read thoroughly 69 % of the time they spent in relevant elements, and 28 %
of the time they spent in irrelevant elements. That is, about 2.5 as much time was
spent reading thoroughly in relevant elements compared to irrelevant elements. This
varies across test persons, but there is an unambiguous trend that they all spent more
time reading thoroughly in relevant elements.
To further analyse this result we have related thorough reading to a contextual task
variable given by the INEX interactive track. Each of the 12 search tasks were
constructed to be one of three task types (Decision making; Fact finding; Information
Gathering) [see 20 for details]. The distribution of thorough reading in relation total
viewing time across the three task types can be seen in Figure 2 (note that the

percentage can reach 100 for both relevant and irrelevant). In all three cases there is a
clear tendency for searchers to spend a larger share of the time reading thoroughly in
relevant compared to irrelevant elements. Comparing the tasks types this trend is
strongest in Fact finding tasks with 77 % thorough reading in relevant elements, and
only 15 % in irrelevant. Information gathering also has a large share of thorough
reading in relevant elements, 70 % versus 34 % in irrelevant. For these two task types
it seems that irrelevant information can be identified fairly easy as elements without
much thorough reading, whereas information that searchers need to read more
thoroughly tends to be judged relevant. For the Decision making tasks the trend is not
so strong with 60 % thorough reading in relevant and 38 % in irrelevant. This is
perhaps to be expected as searchers would have had to weight up several alternatives
in the process of making decisions.

% Through reading in relation to total viewing time

100%

Relevant
Irrelevant

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Decision making

Fact Finding

Information Gathering

Fig. 2. Share of Thorough reading in relation to Total viewing time across task types.

4.

Discussion

Inspired by features reported in HCI-studies we were able to identify some features by
inspecting the eye-tracking gaze replays qualitatively. The features that we could
consistently identify were those that were not of very short durations, e.g., less than a
second or involving less than half a line of text. Behaviour involving shorter gazing or
smaller pieces of text, such as skimming or navigation, proved hard to observe
consistently using qualitative inspection.
The feature thorough reading was the most promising for identifying relevant
information across the six searchers and across task types. Intuitively, through reading
corresponds to the notion of having read text as opposed to just skimmed it or glanced
over it, and intuitively this would be a good candidate for identifying relevant text.

Our way of operationalising through reading based on qualitative inspection is to the
best of our knowledge novel.
However, as some thorough reading did occur also in elements assessed as
irrelevant it may be necessary to filter out elements that are read thoroughly, but have
a high risk of being irrelevant; including too much irrelevant information in the
implicit relevance feedback may seriously harm performance. One way to filter out
irrelevant elements could be to set a threshold on the percentage of thorough reading
over total viewing time. By ranking the elements by share of thorough reading (not
shown) we can observe that the data splits roughly in three bins: the top 33% contains
almost only relevant elements, the bottom 33% almost only irrelevant elements and
the middle 33% a mixture of both. The implication is that, by setting a threshold of
66% thorough reading out of total viewing time, almost only relevant elements would
be included in the relevance feedback. In addition all elements where there was no
thorough reading (i.e., corresponding to a threshold of 0 %) were assessed as
irrelevant. These elements could thus be used as indications of irrelevance in implicit
relevance feedback techniques.
A focus for future research could be to make an algorithmic implementation that
can automatically identify thorough reading behaviour. Compared to the other,
simpler features analysed in this study (regressions, total viewing time, the number of
fixations and the duration of these) thorough reading is a composite concept where
several conditions must be satisfied. Thorough reading will thus perhaps take a larger
effort to implement, but the gains would also seem to be higher in terms of a better
identification of relevant information for the implicit feedback. In addition, the
implementation might draw on research already done on reading detection from eyetracking [e.g., 21], and the output of existing algorithms can be compared to our more
qualitative approach. It must be noted that in this study thorough reading has only
been analysed in relation to the elements judged relevant or irrelevant. The clear
trends shown by thorough reading may be blurred somewhat when thorough reading
in elements with intermediate assessments (too broad, too narrow and partially
relevant) as well as un-assessed elements are considered.
Exploiting the gaze behaviour of searchers in this manner is a way of bringing the
immediate context of the user into the IR process: rather than just relying on the user’s
query to facilitate the match between information need and documents we can attempt
to improve the quality of the interaction not only by explicit feedback, but also by
implicit feedback from the searcher. The idea of exploiting eye-tracking data can be
put in relation Ingwersen’s interpretation of the cognitve viewpoint in IR [23-24] and
his model of the cognitive communication system for information science [see e.g.,
25, p. 33]: by relying on eye-tracking data we are getting indications of the perception
that takes place as the searcher attempts to understand the information and put it into
the context of her knowledge. If any improvement can indeed be obtained by
exploiting such eye-tracking data, it may exactly be because they capture indications
of the information processing that takes place in the searcher as she strives to make
sense of the document. Admittedly, the current cost of an eye-tracker may prohibit
this from being applied in any practical settings for some time yet. However, when
cheaper eye-trackers (perhaps based on cameras in laptops or cell phones) become
available we may begin to exploit this type of context, and the research results
produced now, more widely.

5. Conclusions
Our goal in this study was to explore the potentials of extracting features from eyetracking data that have the potential to improve performance in implicit relevance
feedback. We view this type of data as an example of the searcher’ immediate context
and as containing useful clues of the interaction between the searcher and the IR
system that might improve the quality of search results. In particular, we explored if
we could qualitatively identify features have potential to improve performance in
implicit relevance feedback, and how such features correlate with document elements
assessed as relevant or non-relevant. The results indicate that the feature through
reading have the potential to identify relevant information as input for implicit
relevance feedback – especially when it is related to the total time the searcher has
looked an element. Theoretically the use of eye-tracking data as contextual clues can
be related to the cognitive viewpoint as put forward by Ingwersen [23-24].
Because of the limited size of the study (6 searchers and 15 tasks) the results of the
study are indicative only. The size is not only limited because of the available
material, but also because of the chosen method: the qualitative identification of
features from the eye-tracking data is time consuming and limits the number of search
sessions that can be analysed. Nonetheless this explorative approach has allowed us to
investigate the value of a number of features without first having to implement
algorithms to automatically identify these features. Future research can then focus on
those features that show most potential.
We are now working with an extended dataset with 12 searchers, where we have
extracted terms from the documents based on total viewing time and thorough
reading. The extracted terms will be used in implicit relevance feedback experiments
and the performance compared to explicit relevance feedback based on judged
elements. The initial results indicate that the implicit relevance feedback generally
performs as well as explicit feedback.
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